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Director’s Message
Welcome to the end of summer and the beginning of a new school year! It was a busy first year for me with the
CRU. I want to start by thanking our Board of Directors (past and present) for all their hard work over the past
year. I also want to thank the great student volunteers that we worked with this year and community
organizations that helped make our events a huge success. Last, but not least, I thank Yolanda for all her work in
2013-2014 and welcome Naomi into her role as the coordinator for the next year.
2013-2014 was a busy year for the CRU as we undertook a major revision to our Constitution, had a program
review, had some changes in the Board, and also created a new strategic plan. I will offer a few highlights from
each of these projects:
Constitution: In order to better reflect the work of the CRU we struck a committee that reviewed the
Constitution and liaised with the Board to make strategic changes to the Constitution. These changes were
approved by the Board and were taken to Faculty Council for final approval. We are proud to report an updated
Constitution.
Program Review: As part of the University’s broader project to review all research centres on campus the CRU
met with internal partners to discuss the organization and how it runs. We are happy to report that the CRU was
seen as an exemplary organization and we shared some of our documents as templates for others to consider
(including Constitution). We also underwent a unit review within Faculty of Arts and are happy to report we have
been renewed.
Strategic Plan: We met in December to discuss our priorities in the CRU. We worked to develop a short-term and
long-term plan that includes expanding our reach in the community including practices such as hosting our
meetings on and off campus. We also will be implementing a comprehensive communication strategy to help
better promote the work the CRU does with the goal of bringing in new partners and students.
I’m looking forward to another exciting year at the CRU including our Toolkit Workshops, Arts CARES and
partner events that will bring together campus and community including the Community-Based Research
Showcase in November 2014.
Michelle Stewart
Director, Community Research Unit
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“The CRU has become an important
catalyst organization in Regina, one
that is uniquely positioned at the
intersection of research and
community building. – Vicki Nelson,
Executive Director, Saskatchewan Council
for International Cooperation

“We have found CRU researchers,
collaborators, and staff to be
accessible, supportive, knowledgeable,
and a valuable resource to us as a
community organization.” – Cora
Sellers, Executive Director, Carmichael
Outreach
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Five More Years: Support for the CRU renewed after
2014 Unit Review
2014 marked a year of review for the Community Research Unit, as
it has been four years since the unit’s formalization as a Type II
research centre in the Faculty of Arts.
The University of Regina’s motto “As One Who Serves” reflects
universities’ commitment to serve the many and varied needs of
their local communities and the broader public. Because many
other groups in the community, particularly disadvantaged groups
that cannot afford to co-sponsor university research, have not had
easy access to universities’ resources, an initial discussion about the
idea of a community research unit was hosted by the University in
April 2004. In 2006, a new Working Group was formed to develop
the Unit. By 2008, the CRU was operational and began facilitating
collaborative research projects.

The Community Research Unit would
like to acknowledge the contributions
of the following people during their
time with us.

Since then, the Community Research Unit has expanded its scope
and refined the processes by which we facilitate and support
research projects. While we remain grounded in the Faculty of
Arts, many of our projects and programs have connections to
other U of R faculties, and we will continue to seek out
connections that best serve the needs of our facilitated projects or
initiatives. From 2010-2014, we have facilitated 23 collaborative
research projects (including ongoing current projects), which have
represented 45 different community partners, 44 faculty members
and university staff, and 15 student researchers. We have
distributed $40,550 in research funding from our Community
Research & Action Fund, with a success rate of 100% completion
of funded projects to date.

Thank you to Yolanda Hansen,
Coordinator, who is on maternity
leave from June 2014-January 2016
and thank to you to the following
Board of Directors members who
have finished their time with us: Kirk
Englot, Danielle Goulden, Hirsch
Greenberg, and Claire Polster.

As our unit grows and evolves, we are continually asking for
feedback from our community and university partners and
incorporating lessons learned into our processes and procedures.
We are becoming known in the community as the place to start
connecting to the University of Regina. In 2014, we have the
highest number of active facilitated projects ever: as of this time,
we have 8 active projects, compared to an average of 4-6 projects
or fewer in the past.

Claire and Hirsch have been with the
CRU since its beginning and their
contributions are greatly appreciated!

The Unit Review was successfully concluded with the extension of
an additional five years of formal support from the Faculty of Arts.
Thanks to support from our partners, in the university and
community!

Thank you!
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Arts CARES 2014
Our sixth Arts CARES program took place Feb 18-21, 2014. Fifty-one students participated, representing twelve
different Arts departments and programs, as well as six other University of Regina faculties. Most students
participated through the eleven courses which incorporated the program through the inclusion of an assignment
related to Arts CARES in the course syllabi.
Student tasks encompassed a wide range of volunteer tasks including working hands-on with clients and daily
community programs and accomplishing special projects like public education and promotional activities. Students
spent twenty hours of their Reading Week volunteering with twenty-one different community organizations, as well
as gathering together for three university-facilitated workshops.
The Making Ripples Workshop, hosted Thursday for Arts CARES students and a public audience, brought together
fourteen community leaders to share how they are involved with a variety of community initiatives and why it is
important to be an active citizen.
Arts CARES Assistant Anna Dipple worked with the CRU and the CSL Committee from Dec 2013-March 2014 to
organize this year’s program. In June, she joined the Regina Public Research Group as Executive Director and will be
carrying on collaborative work with the CRU in her new position.

“I learned so much
that no matter
where I end up I will
take this experience
with me forever.”

“Empowering
and
educational.”

“The best program you
can participate in –
learning and applying it
in the community.”

“Loved the aspect
of participating in
community but
also talking about
it with the group.”
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Arts CARES 2014 Partners
Participating U
of R Courses

Course Description

Instructor

ANTH 202
ANTH 304
GEOG 222
GEOG 326

Anthropology of Language
Anthropology of Gender
Global Economy, Local Lives
Environmental and Resource
Management
Contemporary Issues
Non-Profits
Inequality and Social Justice
The Global Food System
Introduction to Women’s and
Gender Studies
Feminisms and Activism
Women and Health

Susanne Kuehling
Susanne Kuehling
Emily Eaton
Emily Eaton

IDS 101
IDS 290AA
SOCI 208
SOCI 355
WGST 100
WGST 289AG
WGST 301

Mary Vetter
Gloria DeSantis
Lori Walker
André Magnan
Claire Carter
Jennifer Ruddy
Claire Carter

Community Partners
“THE STUDENTS PROVIDED
VERY INFORMATIVE FEEDBACK
ON HOW WE CAN ENGAGE MORE
YOUTH AND YOUNG ADULTS IN
OUR ORGANIZATION AND
PROGRAMS.”

“HAVING VOLUNTEERS LIKE THE
ONES THROUGH ARTS CARES
ALLOWS US TO ENGAGE A
YOUNGER GENERATION TO BUILD
A HEALTHIER COMMUNITY.”























AIDS Program South Saskatchewan
All Nations Hope AIDS Network
Carmichael Outreach
Facilities Management/Sustainability Office – U of R
Family Services Regina
Ignite Learning
Lifelong Learning Centre
Mother Earth Justice Advocates
Nature Saskatchewan
North Central Community Association
North Central Eco Museum Project
Planned Parenthood Regina
Project People
Queen City Hub
REACH
Regina Open Door Society – English as an Additional Language
Class
Salvation Army
SEARCH (Student Energy in Action for Regina Community
Health)
Sofia House
Street Culture Kidz
U of R Women’s Centre
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Spring Celebration and Community
Connection Award winners
The Community Research Unit held its second annual
Spring Celebration on April 16, 2014. This was a chance
for community and university partners to celebrate the
work the CRU has done in the past year. Approximately
65 of our university and community partners attended
our reception in the RIC Atrium.
During this event, we granted our Community
Connection Awards. This award recognizes excellent
work in a community-based research project, community
service-learning program or capacity building initiative
through the Community Research Unit. We recognized
and celebrated three special groups through our
Community Connections Awards this year: the North
Central Community Association, the Living Wage in
Regina research project as represented by the Canadian
Centre for Policy Alternatives Saskatchewan Office and
the Saskatchewan Outdoor and Environmental
Education Association (SOEEA)’s Arts CARES 2014
placement, as represented by Karen McIver, Hanifa
Adams and Nicole Denbow.

Hanifa Adams, Karen McIver, and Nicole Denbow

Over the course of a week, students Nicole and
Hanifa accomplished a great deal, and continued
their commitment by MC’ing SOEEA’s Of Land
and Living Skies journal launch on March 27,
2014. It should also be noted that Karen, who
guided the students’ work, is a volunteer board
member of SOEEA. All of them went above
and beyond what was expected of them in the
program.

Community Research and Action Fund
Do you have a great community research project idea? Or would you like to put your research into action? We
can help! The Community Research Unit offers funding to support community-based research and action. The
Community Research and Action Fund will help community organizations to:
1) Start a collaborative community-based research project, OR
2) Disseminate research results or put research outcomes into action at the community or organizational
level.
The Community Research and Action Fund will provide support for non-profit research or action projects that
benefit a community of people or the common good.
Community organizations may apply for up to $3000 for a project. Applications are accepted on an ongoing
basis (only 4 projects will be funded per fiscal year).
Eligibility criteria and application forms are available at www.uregina.ca/arts/community-research/funding.
The CRU is happy to work with you to develop your application.
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Community Research & Action Fund
To date, the Community Research and Action Fund has funded fourteen community-based projects. This funding
allows community organizations to pursue practical, short-term community-based research projects in
collaboration with university faculty and students.
Year

Project Title

20122013

Regina Community Food System
Assessment and Action Plan
Homes First Study
Saskatchewan Living Wage
Project

Amount
Awarded
$3,000.00

Project Dates

$3,000.00

March 21, 2013August 31, 2013

January 1, 2013 –
July 1, 2013

Canadian Centre for Policy $2,550.00
Alternatives Saskatchewan
Saskatchewan Council for $3,000.00
International Cooperation
(SCIC)
Uganda Canadian
$3,000.00
Association of
Saskatchewan

May 1, 2013 October 31, 2013

Of Land and Living Skies: A
Community Journal on Place,
Land and Learning

Saskatchewan Outdoor &
Environmental Education
Association (SOEEA)

$3,000.00

December 2, 2013December 31, 2014

Climate Action Plan Engineering
Assessment Project

Saskatchewan
EcoNetwork (SEN)

$3,000.00

March 1, 2014 March 1, 2015

Position Paper on Canada's
Prostitution Legislation

Provincial Association of
Transition Houses and
Services of SK (PATHS)

$3,000.00

March 4, 2014 December 31, 2014

SCIC 40th Anniversary History
Project
20132014

Main Community
Partner
REACH & Regina
Community Food System
Steering Committee
Carmichael Outreach Inc

African Canadian Saskatchewan
Forum (ACSF): Understanding
how to form an enduring
organization

May 15, 2013 December 15, 2013
November 27, 2013 June 30, 2014

All of the above projects have demonstrated that they will benefit a substantive community of people or serve
the common good in a way that is intended to reach beyond the principals involved, as well as facilitate a
meaningful action or impact.

Community-Based Research Projects and Partners 2013-2014
Ongoing Community-Based Research Projects
Position Paper on Canada’s Prostitution Legislation
This research project is a community response to the December 20, 2013 Supreme Court of Canada’s
decision in Canada v. Bedford (2013 SCC 72) that struck down parts of Canada’s existing prostitution
legislation. The Supreme Court of Canada gave the federal government until December 2014 to redraft the
criminal laws regarding prostitution that were deemed unconstitutional or to legalize prostitution. This
research project will examine decisions and legislation regarding prostitution around the world, review media
and scholarly articles on the topic and will consult with other community partners to develop a position paper
for the Provincial Association of Transition Houses and Services of Saskatchewan (PATHS). This position
paper will be used to advocate for legislation and policy changes that keep in mind the effects of prostitution
on women and girls. Funded by the Community Research & Action Fund. Partners include: Crystal Geisbrecht,
PATHS/researcher; Michelle Stewart, Department of Justice Studies; with resources shared by Ailsa Watkinson, Faculty of
Social Work; Kendall Lacko, Department of Justice Studies MA student; Brenda Anderson, Department of Religious Studies
and Women's & Gender Studies Program; Darlene Juschka, Women's & Gender Studies Program; Henry Chow,
Department of Sociology; George Marshall, Department of Philosophy.
Date: 2014-ongoing
Climate Action Plan Engineering Assessment Project
This project will design the infrastructure for an electrical system in Saskatchewan based on alternative
energy. It is based on the following research question: “Can renewable energy supply and conservation, as
laid out in the Saskatchewan Eco Network’s Climate Action Plan, replace fossil fuels? If so, how?” This
research will examine the current electrical grid and supply design here in Saskatchewan and in jurisdictions
that have transition to renewable energy, and will result in a draft design for a provincial renewal electrical
energy system based on existing wind and sun data for Saskatchewan. Funded by the Community Research &
Action Fund and Renewable Power-the Intelligent Choice (RPIC). Partners include: Rick Morrell, Saskatchewan
Eco Network; Mark Bigland-Pritchard, researcher, with advice from David Sauchyn, Department of Geography, Doug
Wagner, Faculty of Engineering; Amr Henni, Faculty of Engineering; Jocelyn Crivea, Institute for Energy, Environment and
Sustainable Communities; and Garth Pickard and others from the Regional Centre for Excellence on Education for Sustainable
Development (RCE).
Date: 2014-ongoing
Of Land and Living Skies A Community Journal on Place, Land and Learning
The Saskatchewan Outdoor and Environmental Education Association (SOEEA) has created a community
oriented journal to share expertise and research, and other ways of engaging with place, in this online and
print publication. It will contribute to a discourse of environmental, outdoor and sustainability education
within Saskatchewan, Canada and beyond. The journal will highlight current practices, theories, research and
programs that are in operation in our school divisions and communities. This project supports the creation,
launch and continued market research on this community journal. Funded by the Community Research &
Action Fund and other funders. Partners: Karen McIver, SOEEA; Audrey Aamodt, Xia Ji and Valerie Triggs, Faculty
of Education.
Date: 2013-ongoing

Outcome: See the online edition of Of Land & Living Skies at www.landandlivingskies.ca. The first edition
was launched by SOEEA on March 27, 2014.
Cooking Fires in Regina
In the last nine years, careless cooking was identified by Regina Fire & Protective Services as the number one
cause of preventable fire incidents in Regina. This project will examine each incident's specific behavioural
and demographic information in 2014 to create preventative educational programming for targeted
audiences. Partners: Candace Liskowich and Paul Viala, Regina Fire & Protective Services; Rozzet Jurdi, Department of
Sociology.
Date: 2013-ongoing
Student Parent Experiences Research Project
What is like to be a student at the University of Regina, and a parent? In a perfect world, what kind of
supports and experiences would help student parents become successful during and after their time at the
University? This project, initiated by the student group Regina PASS (Parents as Student Success), seeks to
answer these questions to help PASS support post-secondary students with dependent children. Funded by
the Regina Public Interest Research Group (RPIRG). Partners: Ashleigh Delanghe, PASS; Lynn Loutzenhiser,
Psychology; Randy Johner, Social Work.
Date: 2013-ongoing
Expected Outcome: A written report to be shared with PASS and others interested in student parents at the
University of Regina; it is hope that this research will help inform the growth of PASS and improvements in
supports for student parents.
Completed Community-Based Research Projects
African Canadian Saskatchewan Forum
The African Canadian Saskatchewan Forum (ACSF) is a year-long initiative with the goal of forming an
enduring provincial organization to support African Canadian individuals and organizations in the province.
This will include both English- and French-speaking communities. This umbrella organization will support
and promote intercultural collaboration and development in the community, and will include four different
program areas including: leadership training and mentoring, participation in multicultural festivals, social and
economic development, and an African Canadian cultural dance and music training school. This communitybased research project will examine what other organizations exist as a model for the ACSF and help the
community determine what they would like this organization to be. Funded by the Community Research &
Action Fund and the Multicultural Council of Saskatchewan. Partners: Christine Lwanga, co-chair of ACSF
Working Committee; Flo Frank, researcher and workshop facilitator; Rhonda Rosenberg, Multicultural Council of
Saskatchewan, with University of Regina faculty and student participants at ACSF workshops.
Date: 2013-2014
Outcome: Research on other model organizations has been shared with ACSF at their March 29 workshop.
Further community-based research and work defining the new ACSF took place at their May workshop, and
another workshop is planned for October. A project report resulted from the community-based research and
consultations.

Evaluation of the Regina Community Food Assessment
This research project is evaluating the partnerships created to date in the Regina Community Food
Assessment, including the community-university partnerships, in order to do action research to improve
these partnerships and share our experiences with others. This project is funded by CFICE: Community
First: Impacts of Community Engagement (Community Food Security Hub) based out of Carleton University
and Food Secure Canada. Partners include: Tina Beaudry-Mellor, researcher; Tracy Sanden, Regina Qu’Appelle Health
Region; Shanon Zachidniak, REACH; and Yolanda Hansen, Community Research Unit; and involves the entire Community
Food Systems Steering Committee as participants and guides for the research.
Date: 2013-2014
Outcome: A report of findings was shared with the Regina Community Food Assessment steering
committee, CFICE and all interested partners. It will form the basis of a webinar to be offered in Fall 2014
and was included in a presentation of all CFICE funded projects at the May 2014 Canadian Association for
Food Studies conference in St. Catherine's, Ontario.
Saskatchewan Living Wage Project
In the past decade, the Living Wage movement has sought to illustrate the inadequacy of the minimum wage
to provide a dignified standard of living to workers. The Saskatchewan Living Wage Project, led by the
Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives - SK Office (CCPA-SK) identified the unique economic
circumstances of workers in different areas of the province to determine what a dignified living wage rate
should be for working people in each respective region of Saskatchewan. A "Living Wage Calculator" was
developed to enable workers to determine what a Living Wage rate would be in their respective communities.
Funded by the Community Research & Action Fund. Partners: Simon Enoch, CCPA-SK; Paul Gingrich,
Department of Sociology.
Date: 2013-2014
Outcome: The final report "A Living Wage for Regina" is available on the CRU website. An explanation of
the methodology used, and a four-page infographic fact-sheet is also available. The report was released in a
press conference in January and received attention from provincial media (Regina Leader-Post, CBC SK and
Radio Canada) as well as out-of-province media like the Vancouver Province and Montreal Gazette. Other
communities interested in calculating their own living wage have and may contact the CCPA SK office; it is
hoped to share the methodology and create a Living Wage calculator for other Saskatchewan communities.
This research may also serve as the impetus for a local living wage campaign. This project is a recipient of the
2014 Community Connections Award.
Regina Community Food Assessment
The Regina Community Food Assessment (CFA) is a participatory, community-led process that is examining
a broad range of food-related issues and resources in the city of Regina, led by the collaborative Community
Food Systems Steering Committee. Its primary goal is to improve the security, sustainability and resiliency of
the community’s food system through the development, implementation and evaluation of a Community
Food Assessment. One of the first steps of this process was to complete an environmental scan of Reginaand-area's food system to understand the context in which our food is produced, processed, distributed,
consumed and disposed of. This research is informing future phases of community engagement to
understand the strengths and weaknesses of our current system and peoples' priorities in addressing food
security. The environmental scan was funded by the Community Research & Action Fund and the First

Nations University of Canada. Partners for the environmental scan included Tracy Sanden, Regina Qu’Appelle Health
Region (RQHR); Annette Desmarais, International Studies Program; Dawn Marsden, First Nations University of Canada;
and researcher Darrin Qualman. This work was guided by the Community Food Systems Steering Committee: Dana
Folkerson & Shanon Zachidniak, Regina Education & Action on Child Hunger (REACH); Tracy Sanden, Regina
Qu’Appelle Health Region (RQHR); Naomi Beingessner, Regina Public Interest Research Group (RPIRG); Yolanda
Hansen, Community Research Unit; Rick Morrell, Saskatchewan Eco-Network & Eat Healthy Foods; Nikko Snyder,
Heritage Community Association and Root & Branch; Tim Schultz, The Green Ranch; Zhuo Ding, Regina Open Door
Society; Dave Slater, City of Regina; Steve Compton, Regina Food Bank; and Robyn Edwards-Benz, United Way of Regina.
Date: 2012-2014
Outcome: The final Environmental Scan: Conventional and Indigenous Food Systems and Gaps in the
Regina Area, SK is available at www.foodregina.ca. It was launched officially at a press conference on March
27, 2014, and is being used to inform the action planning phase of the Community Food Assessment. The
environmental scan and the Regina CFA process is an example for other communities interested in creating
their own process.
Housing First Project
How can all people succeed at gaining and keeping housing? How can a local organization respond to
Regina's housing crisis? This project examines the Housing First model as a potential solution to a local nonprofit's desire to help their clients combat homelessness. By researching best practices of the Housing First
model in other Canadian cities that assist "hard to house" individuals achieve sustainable, low-income
housing, this research will offer recommendations for local action in response to the housing crisis. Funded
by the Community Research & Action Fund. Partners: Danielle Goulden/Alaina Harrison, Carmichael Outreach;
Hirsch Greenberg, Department of Justice Studies; and researcher Nikolina Vracar.
Date: 2013
Outcome: The final report "Homelessness in Regina: Current Situation and Solutions in Other Communities"
is available on the CRU website. The report was released in a process conference in fall 2013, which received
significant local media attention. It has led to dialogue between Carmichael Outreach and the City of Regina,
and has helped Carmichael become a community leader in the dialogue around Housing First in Regina.
SCIC's 40th Anniversary History Project
The Saskatchewan Council for International Cooperation (SCIC) will be celebrating its 40th anniversary in
2014. As a part of these celebrations, this project will examine, capture and honour the contributions
Saskatchewan people and organizations have made to international development initiatives since 1974. This
historical information will be compiled in a publicly accessible manner through a website, timeline and
profiles, and will form the basis of SCIC's inaugural institutional archive. Funded by the Community
Research & Action Fund. Partners: Jenn Bergen, SCIC; Michelle Stewart, Department of Justice Studies; and researcher
Chelsea Scheske.
Date: 2013
Outcome: Several useful documents were compiled as a result of this research, including historical
milestones, timelines, interviews, member histories and photo databases. Products included a digital and
physical database and institutional archives housed at SCIC, as well as their 2014 SCIC Global Action
Calendar. This research will also inform SCIC's anniversary celebrations in fall 2014.
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Toolkit Workshops Series 2013-2014
The Toolkit Workshop Series is a series of monthly workshops for community members and students to learn
professional skills. Offered regularly throughout the fall and winter semester, these half-day workshops are offered
an affordable regular rate of $25 or $15 for students/low-income registrants. It is co-organized by the Community
Research Unit, RPIRG, Saskatchewan Council for International Cooperation (SCIC) and the Career & Professional
Development Office in the Centre for Continuing Education (U of R).
The following workshops were offered during the Fall 2013 and Winter 2014 semesters:
Toolkit Workshops
Creating Great Posters

Facilitator:
Tania Wolk

September
25

They’re everywhere, but are they good? Are they working?
Participants learned what makes a ‘good’ poster – whether you
have a marker and piece of cardboard or a software program,
the elements and rules are the same.

Making Mainstream
Media Work for You

Facilitators:
Vicki Nelson
and Nichole
Huck

October 18

Acting Wisely

Facilitator:
Tracey
Mitchell

November
21

Non-profits sometimes feel ignored or misunderstood by
mainstream media and have little or no money dedicated for
communications or promotion work. The workshop offered
tips and guidelines to getting your issue covered and getting
your message clearly across.
Many organizations make choices about the actions we
undertake based on what we are excited about doing and/or
what we’ve done before. This workshop helped clarify
organizational goals and the tactics or actions that will help
realize these goals.

Event Planning 101

Facilitator:
Lisa Peters

December
19

Project Based
Budgeting

Facilitator:
Susan Seida

January 15

Facilitating Effective
Meetings

Facilitator:
Danielle Pass

February
26

The workshop provided a basic overview of tools, tips and
resources for facilitating meetings, including: creating effective
agendas, decision making processes, resolving conflict, and
utilizing evaluation.

Social Return on
Investment

Facilitator:
Aleks
Hoeber

March 20

SROI is an innovative tool for evaluating and communicating
the social benefits of community-based programs. Participants
gained a basic understanding of SROI and learned to
communicate the social value of their program/service.

Board Governance
101

Facilitator:
Gloria
deSantis

April 11

Volunteers who govern organizations benefited from this
information on governance models and legal requirements,
roles and responsibilities, structure of boards, working together
effectively, strategic planning, and more.

This workshop covered the basics of event planning and
sponsorship. From concept creation to event day management,
from private dinner parties to fundraising galas, participants
learned how to pull a budget together to create impact for an
event.
Participants learned how to create a project-based budget for a
project or event, how to manage it, and how to report on it for
their organization and potential funders.
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Board of Directors 2013-2014

The mission of the Community Research Unit (CRU) is
to enable the Faculty of Arts to serve as a resource for
non-profit organizations and communities, rural and
urban, and to be enriched in turn by our relationships
with those communities. In doing so, the University
enhances civic engagement and its own actual and
perceived value to the province as well as its capacity to
produce high quality and relevant knowledge.

Our Mandate
The CRU functions as a partnership between
community-based organizations and university faculty
and students. Our mandate is to provide independent,
participatory research support in response to needs
expressed by community-based organizations to build
their organizational capacity and enhance community
quality of life.

Thomas Bredohl
Rob Deglau/
Tracy Knutson
Patricia Elliott
Kirk Englot
Danielle Goulden
Hirsch Greenberg
Yolanda Hansen
Robyn Morin
Vicki Nelson
Claire Polster
Michelle Stewart

Associate Dean of Arts (Research
& Graduate Studies), U of R
Community Representative, North
Central Community Association/
Community representative, STOPS
to Violence
Faculty member, School of
Journalism, U of R
Community representative, Family
Service Regina
Graduate Student, Department of
Political Science, U of R
Faculty member, Department of
Justice Studies, U of R
Coordinator, CRU
Community representative,
Aboriginal Family Service Centre
Community representative,
Saskatchewan Council for
International Cooperation (SCIC)
Faculty member, Department of
Sociology & Social Studies, U of R
Director, CRU, and Faculty
member, Department of Justice
Studies, U of R

CSL Committee 2013-2014

Community Research Unit Contact Info

Emily Brentnell
Claire Carter

CRU Director Michelle Stewart
michelle.stewart@uregina.ca
306-585-4873

Anna Dipple
Emily Eaton
Amanda Kuckartz

Acting CRU Coordinator Naomi Beingessner
naomi.beingessner@uregina.ca
306-585-4084

Laura McConkey
Michael Parker

For more information about the Community Research Unit,
please visit: www.uregina.ca/arts/community-research

Desire White
Michelle Stewart
Yolanda Hansen

facebook.com/communityresearchunit

Faculty of Arts student
Women’s and Gender Studies, U
of R
Arts CARES Assistant
Geography, U of R
SEARCH (Student Energy in
Action for Regina Community
Health)
Faculty of Social Work alumnus
North Central Community
Association
Faculty of Arts alumnus
Director, CRU, and Justice Studies,
U of R
CRU Coordinator

